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Smuggled vehicles

CCP opposes FBR's
amnesty scheme

~1)SLAMABAD: The izing the above-mentioned smug- CCP said. such as US $ 500 and Rs
C~mpetition Commission of gled/non-duty paid motor vehi- Under the prevalent policy for 100,000. Through this 'facility,
P'i}kistan (CCP) has strongly c1es is until 31st March, 2013. imports under normal channels, a discriminatory treatment has
op'posed the amnesty scheme of However, the SRO 172 0)/2013 person is allowed to import a been meted out to the importer of
die Federal Board of Revenue does not allow the facility of the motor vehicle up to 3 years old vehicles through normal channels
(fBR) introduced to legalise only duty and tax concessions on the under the baggage and gift and dissimilar conditions have
tFle non-duty paid smuggled import of vehicles via a Custom scheme. If the allowable age been applied to them in contrast
,,;e,:hicles. Station in violation of Import limit of 3 years and available to the owners of smuggled/non
~Sources told Business Policy Order and the vehicles depreciation allowance of I per- duty paid motor vehicles.

Recorder here on Wednesday which have since been auctioned. cent per month calculated from The scheme under the SRO
t~at CCP has issued a Policy The SRO 172 (1)12013 is a the 1st day of January subsequent 172 (1)/2013 is also likely to
Note to the Ministry of Finance matter of concern for the to the year of manufacture under affect the production decisions of
li!)d the FBR about the negative Commission on the following the Custom General Order relevant stakeholders, ie, automo-
impl ications of the amnesty grounds: (CGO) 13/2012 dated 31 st bile assemblers/manufacturers.
sqheme. It has apprehended that The allowable age limit for August, 2012 is taken into The automobile industry in
the scheme negates provision of import of a car is 3 years under account, an importer could avail Pakistan is inward looking and
level plying field to all the local the latest SRO 1441 (1)/2012 maximum depreciation they plan their production deci-
rrfimufacturers, benefiting the issued on 12th December, 2012 allowance of up to 48 percent. sions on the domestic demand
o;f.'ners of smuggled vehicles by the Ministry of Commerce On the other hand, under the forecast. The market forecasts
oWy. while there is no age limit for the SRO 172 (1)12013, the depreca- may change due to the import
'The FBR had announced the smuggled/ non-duty paid motor tion allowance entitlement for the surge of older motor vehicles

<J,nesty scheme through vehicles under the SRO 172 smuggled vehicles covered under under the SRO 172 (1)/2013,
SJ~O.I720)12013 fordocumenta- 0)/2013. The Commission is of PCT heading 87.03 (motor and which may adversely affect the
tion of smuggled cars. The smug- the view that due to amnesty other vehicles principally competitive environment for the
g1ed or non-duty paid motor scheme, dissimilar conditions for designed for the transport of less automobile sector as some of the
vehicles, having non-tampered imports under allowable age lim- than 10 persons, including station vehicles cleared under the SRO
engine or chassis numbers, which its have been applied to the wagons and racing cars) is 1 per- 172 (1)/2013 act as a substitute
h'ave been seized or voluntarily importers of motor vehicles cent per month calculated from for the vehicles assembled in the
presented to Customs on or through the regular normal chan- the 1st day ofJanuary subsequent country.
before March 31, 2013, shall be nels in contrast to persons clear- to the year of manufacture with a The recent action by the gov-
allowed release on payment of ing their smuggled/non-duty paid maximum depreciation claim of ernment by issuing SRO 172
tidemption fine along with duty vehicles under the SRO 60 percent for the first five pre- 0)/2013 may signal to the con-
ahd taxes. 1720)/2013. As a matter of fact, ceding years and a further depre- surners that government intro-
-The CCP has moved against the persons who have violated ciation allowance of 5 percent duces motor vehicle amnesty

the scheme at a crucial time the law by not paying the taxes per year subject to a minimum scheme from time to time, as the
when last few days of the present and duties have been incentivised duty and taxes of US$500'. govemment has done in the past.
Pblitical regime are left and to import motor vehicles of their Similarly, for all other vehicles This may result in a creation of
decided to give its 'opinion' on choice without imposition of any (motor and other vehicles princi- grey market for automobile vehi-
the negative impact of the FBR's allowable age restriction on pally designed for the transport cles in the country on sustained
amnesty scheme on the economy them. of ten or more persons including basis. The existence of grey mar-
arid local car manufacturers. This In addition, the policy under vehicles greater than 1800 cc), ket will act as a parallel market of
is"the second major decision of SRO 172 (1)/2013is discriminato- the deprecation allowance entitle- automobile vehicles in the coun-
the present government which ry against the persons importing ment for the smuggled vehicles is try and will create an unfair com-
has been strongly opposed by the motor vehicles through normal I percent per month calculated petition for the fo~al sector.
CCP. Earlier, the CCP has regular channels to the extent that from the Ist day of January sub- The smuggled/non-duty paid
opposed the government decision the facility of duty and tax con- sequent to the year of manufac- motor vehicles envisaged to be
o'f establishing International cessions under SRO 172 ture with a maximum deprecia- cleared under the SRO 172
Clearing House OCH) Exchange (1)/2013 has not been extended tion allowance of 72 percent for (1)/2013 will not be subject to
by the Long Distance to the motor vehicles imported in the first six preceding years and a several tests such as roadworthi-
International (LDI) operators. violation of 'Import Policy further depreciation allowance of ness and emission control tests as

~ccording to the policy note, Order' via normal channels 5 percent per year subject to a no criteria for allowable age limit
th'e CCP took notice of the through a custom station. On the minimum duty and taxes of Rs has been set for clearance of the
~ently issued SRO 172 0)12013 other hand, the smuggled/non- 100,000 smuggled/non-duty paid motor
dated 5th March 2013 by the duty paid motor vehicles any- If the depreciation criteria is vehicles under the subject SRO.
Revenue Division of the Ministry where in Pakistan but outside the taken into account with no time On the other hand, the vehicles
o~ Finance and Revenue and the premises of custom stations have limit set for claiming deprecia- imported under the regular
sbbsequent concern raised by the been allowed to avail the facility tion under the SRO 172 (1)12013, import channels are required to
All Pakistan Motor Dealers of duty and tax concessions undue advantage has been pro- undergo roadworthiness test.
Association (APMA) on the said under SRO 172 (l )/20 13. The vided to the owners of the smug- In view of the foregoing, it is
SRO'd1iltaHtM'S'1'elease ef--veh:i! imporrefS-'who have Qpt d to gled/non dtltypaid motor vehi- therefore, recornrnended that the
c~s on payment of redemption import via normal channels but c1es in contrast to importers policy introduced under the SRO
tine along with duty and taxes on violated 'Import Policy Order' under normal channels in the 172 (lY2013 may be reconsidered
smuggled/ non-duty paid motor have, in fact, been discriminated form of extra depreciation reward and withdrawn or suitably amend-
vehicles, having non-tampered in contrast to the persons pos- of even up to 100% subject to the ed to eliminate the above men- .
engine or chassis numbers. The sessing smuggled/non-duty paid condition of a nominal minimum tioned discriminatory treatrnent.-· ]
validity of the facili~ for regular- vehicles anywhere in Pakistan, payment for duties and taxed MUSHTAQ GHUMMAN J!',
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Legalising of smuggled vehicles

CCP seeks reversal
of notification

ISLAMABAD,March 14: In
what appears to be a first for-
mal reaction' against the
amnesty scheme, the
Competition Commission of
Pakistan has asked the
Ministry of Finance to with-
draw the notification that
allows legalising of smuggled
vehicles on nominal duty and
taxes.

The Commission in a
detailed policy note sent on
Thursday asked the ministry

I
and Federal Board of
Revenue (FBR) to rescind the
notification SROl72 issued on
March 5, which the
Commission believed would
only promote anti-businesses
and competition practices in
the country.

The policy note, a copy of
which is available with Dawn,
clearly mentioned that the
issuance of the SRO was a
cause of concern for the Com-
mission and would only bene-
fit owners of smuggled vehi-
cles against those who import
it through legal channels.

The reaction from the
Commission came at a time
when the amnesty scheme
was believed to have been
designed in a way to extend
facilitation to elites especially
the political elites to register
their luxury vehicles on nomi-
nal duty and taxes.

The Commission pointed
towards a series of irregulari-
ties in the amnesty schemes.

The allowable age limit for
import of a car is three years
under the latest SRO 1441
(1)/2012 issued on Dec 12,
2012 by the Ministry of
Commerce while there is no
age limit for the smuggled!
non-duty paid motor vehicles
under the amnesty scheme.

The commission is of the
view that due to amnesty
scheme, dissimilar conditions
for imports under allowable
age limits have been applied
to importers of motor vehicles
through the regular normal
channels in contrast to per-
sons clearing their smug-
gled!non-duty paid vehicles

under the SROl72.
As a matter of fact, the per-

sons who have violated the
law by not paying the taxes
and duties have been incen-
tivised to import motor vehi-
cles of their choice without
imposition of any allowable
age restriction on them.

In addition, the policy
under the amnesty is discrim-
inatory against the persons
importing motor vehicles
through normal regular chan-
nels to the extent that the
facility of duty and tax con-
cessions under SROl72 has
not been extended to the
motor vehicles imported in
violation of 'Import Policy
Order' via normal channels
through a custom station.

On the other hand, the
smuggled/non-duty paid
motor vehicles anywhere in
Pakistan but outside the
premises of custom stations
have been allowed to avail
the facility of duty and tax

CCP seeks reversal
concessions under the amnesty
scheme SRO. The importers who have
opted to import via normal channels
but violated 'Import Policy Order'
hiwe. in £<lcJ,been discrilJlinated in
contrast to the persons possessing
smuggled/non-duty paid vehicles any-
where in Pakistan.

For -tlu:e.! -year old cars imported
through regular channel, an importer
could avail maximum depreciation
allowance up to 48 per cent.

Contrary to this, the maximum
depreciation in value for assessment
of duty for smuggled vehicles is up to
72 pc.

lf depreciation criteria is taken into
account with no time limit set for
claiming depreciation under the
amnesty scheme, undue advantage
has been provided to owners of the
smuggled/non duty paid motor vehi-
cles in contrast to importers under
normal channels in the form of extra

depreciation reward of even up to
100pc subject to the condition of a
nominal minimum payment for duties
and taxes, such as $500 and
Rs100,000.

Through this facility, discriminato-
ry treatment has Qe~I).meted out to
the importer of vehicles through nor-
mal channels and dissimilar condi-
tions have been applied to them in
contrast to owners of smuggled!non
duty paid motor vehicles.

The commission further said that
the scheme is also likely to affect the
production decisions of relevant
stakeholders' ie automobile assem-
blers/manufacturers.

The automobile industry in
Pakistan is inward looking and they
plan their production decisions on the
domestic demand forecasts.

The market forecasts may change
due to the import surge of older motor
vehicles, which may adversely affect
the competitive environment for auto-
mobile sector as some of the vehicles

cleared under the amnesty scheme
act as a substitute for vehicles assem-
bled in the country.

It further stated that the amnesty
scheme for smuggled vehicles may
result in creation of grey market for
.autoJI).ob.ilevehicles in the country an
sustained basis.

The existence of grey market would
act as a parallel market of automobile
vehicles in the country and would cre-
ate an unfair competition for the for-
mal sector.

Similarly, smuggled/non-duty paid
motor vehicles envisaged to be
cleared under the scheme would not
be subject to several tests, such as
roadworthiness and emission control
tests as no criteria for allowable age
limit has been set for clearance of
smuggled/non-duty paid motor vehi-
cles under the subject SRO.

On the other hand, vehicles
imported under the regular import
channels are required to undergo
roadworthiness test.
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'Amnesty scheme could
expand grey market of vehicles'

l CCPasks govt to
, withdraw forthwith
1 tax amnesty for
~ smuggled vehicles
~ •• OUR CORRESPONDENT
~ ISLAMABAD --

1/ Jf""'mti-trllst watch-d-o-g-h-a-sd a:;,,& the government to im-
mediately withdraw the tax

aJ amnesty scheme for smuggled
VI vehicles, terming the policy a
vi violation of competition laws
bl besides becoming a source of
e> expansion of grey market in
th the country.

, In a policy note to the federal
gl government, the Competition
C Commission of Pakistan (CCP)

highlighted flaws in the re-
c cently announced policy of
If legalising smuggled vehicles
C' by paying comparatively less
tl taxes. It said the scheme has
p placed both the importers of
U used vehicles and assemblers

of new cars at a disadvantage.
The action is a signal to the

consumers that the govern-
ment introduces motor vehicle
amnesty scheme from time
to time, as it has done in the
past, it said. "This may result
in a creation of grey market for
automobiles in the country on
a sustained basis."

The existence of grey market
will act as a parallel market
of vehicles and create unfair
competition for the formal
sector, the CCP added.

"People who have violated
the law by not paying taxes
and duties have been incentiv-
ised to import motor vehicles
of their choice without im-
position of any allowable age
restriction on them," it said.

Many have viewed the
Federal Board of Revenue's
move as a political decision
aimed at facilitating influen-
tial people to make money by

" it is rl'Commended
that the policy may
llC reconsidered and
withdravvn or suitably
amendc'd to eliminate
discriminatory
treatment

legalising the vehicles brought
illegally into the country.

"It is recommended that
the policy may be reconsid-
ered and withdrawn or suit-
ably amended to eliminate
discriminatory treatment
resulting from the Statutory
Regulatory Order (issued to
give effect to the scheme),"
said the CCP.

The All Pakistan Motor
Dealers Association (APMDA)
has already raised voice
against the scheme.

The facility is limited to only
smuggled vehicles and is not
applicable to the import ofve-
hicles via a customs station in
violation of the Import Policy
Order and the vehicles which
have been auctioned.

The age limit for import of
a car is three years, but there
is no age limit for smuggled
vehicles, which is anti-com-
petitive, said the CCP.

The commission was of the
view that due to the amnesty
scheme, dissimilar condi-
tions have been applied to the
importers of motor vehicles
through normal channels
in contrast to persons get-
ting their smuggled vehicles
cleared.

The amnesty scheme is also
likely to affect the produc-
tion decisions of automobile
assem blers- cum -manufac-
turers' said the CCP.The auto-
mobile industry of Pakistan is

inward looking and they pIa
their production decisions 0

domestic demand forecasts.
Market forecasts ma

change due to a surge in im-
port of older motor vehicles,
which may adversely affect
the competitive environment
for the automobile sector as
some of the vehicles cleared
under the scheme act as a
substitute to the vehicles as-
sembled in the country.

The smuggled/non-duty paid
motor vehicles to be cleared
under SRO 172(1)/2013 will not
be subject to several tests such
as roadworthiness and emis-
sion control as no criteria for
allowable age limit have been
set for clearance of the smug-
gled vehicles, said the CCP.

On the other hand, the
vehicles imported through
regular import channels
are required to undergo
roadworthiness test.
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